
                                                                                           

 

How does the new Lumion Subscription work? 

Lumion Standard and Lumion Pro are now available as a 1-year or a 3-year subscription. When you buy a subscription, 

you pay an initial fee upfront and automatically benefit from all the product upgrades released during your subscription 

term, at no additional cost. This means faster, easier access to new features and content as soon as they’re released. 

Enjoy a smoother upgrade experience. 

What are the benefits of a Lumion Subscription? 

• Get more with less - A Lumion Subscription guarantees that you’ll constantly be up to date and on the latest 

version of the software.  

•  Access to Lumion 2023 - When you buy or upgrade to a Lumion 12.5 Subscription, you’ll be among the first to 

get Lumion 2023, at no additional cost 

Can I install a Lumion subscription on multiple computers? 

Yes, Lumion subscriptions are floating licenses. You can install Lumion on multiple computers that belong to you or your 

company.  

Can I upgrade my perpetual license to a subscription?  

Absolutely!  Now is the most affordable time to upgrade your Lumion license. Existing customers of earlier versions of 

Lumion can benefit from an upgrade to subscription at a significantly reduced price, for a limited time. 

Do I need to upgrade to a Lumion subscription? 

We encourage you to upgrade your perpetual license to a Lumion subscription and take advantage of all the upcoming 

new features and content as they are released. Active subscribers will always be on the latest version of Lumion, at no 

extra cost. 

What happens to my perpetual license when I upgrade to a subscription? 

Your perpetual license will remain valid when you upgrade to a Lumion Subscription, and you will retain the same 

number of seats. 

When will the next version of Lumion be released?  

The next version of our software – Lumion 2023 – will be released early next year. 

Lumion 2023 will mark a massive leap forward in Lumion’s rendering capabilities. Behind the scenes, we’ve re-worked 

the rendering engine that makes Lumion unique, allowing for faster and more frequent updates.  

Will Lumion continue to be available as a perpetual license? 

Lumion is constantly reviewing their licensing system based on the feedback they receive from the market and the 

needs of customers. For any changes, we will keep you informed through our website and the Lumion Community. 
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